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Energy Implications of Photonic Networks
With Speculative Transmission
Philip M. Watts, Simon W. Moore, and Andrew W. Moore

Abstract—Speculative transmission has been proposed to
overcome the high latency of setting up end-to-end paths
through photonic networks for computer systems. However,
speculative transmission has implications for the energy
efficiency of the network, in particular, control circuits are
more complex and power hungry and failed speculative
transmissions must be repeated. Moreover, in future chip
multiprocessors (CMPs) with integrated photonic network
end points, a large proportion of the additional energy will
be dissipated on the CMP. This paper compares the energy
characteristics of scheduled and speculative chip-to-chip
networks for shared memory computer systems on the scale of
a rack. For this comparison, we use a novel speculative control
plane which reduces energy consumption by eliminating
duplicate packets from the allocation process. In addition,
we consider photonic power gating to reduce processor chip
energy dissipation and the energy impact of the choice
between semiconductor optical amplifier and ring resonator
switching technologies. We model photonic network elements
using values from the published literature as well as determine
the power consumption of the allocator and network adapter
circuits, implemented in a commercial low leakage 45 nm
CMOS process. The power dissipated on the CMP using
speculative networks is shown to be roughly double that
of scheduled networks at saturation load and an order of
magnitude higher at low loads.
Index Terms—Assignment and routing algorithms; Networks; Optical interconnects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
he energy consumption of computing systems has become
a major focus of attention in recent years in terms of
both total energy requirements and the power dissipation on
chip multiprocessors (CMPs). Reduction of the former helps
to restrict the growing contribution of information technology
to total energy usage as well as having important economic
benefits for the running of large facilities such as data
centers and high performance scientific computers. On the
other hand, CMP power dissipation is seriously restricting the
ability of designers to fully exploit the increased number of
transistors provided by Moore’s law [1]. Increasingly, network
interfaces such as Ethernet and PCI are being integrated
on CMPs in order to reduce latency and overall power [2].
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Integrated photonic networks on CMPs have been widely
proposed as a solution for reducing the energy consumption of
interconnects for both on-chip and chip-to-chip networks [3,4],
driven by rapid developments in silicon photonics [5], polymer
waveguides in standard printed circuit boards (PCBs) [6] and
3D integration [7]. However, as more cores are integrated on
CMP, the energy consumption of all circuits is under scrutiny.
It is well known that the exploitation of photonics in short
range computer networks is challenging due to the lack of
practical photonic memory. Gaining the maximum advantage
from photonics requires the use of an edge buffered network
in which end-to-end paths must be created, favoring large
message sizes to reduce the overhead of setting up each
communication. This is particularly limiting in the case of
high performance shared memory systems in which the largest
messages consist of cache lines (typically 8–128 B). Speculative
transmission schemes have been proposed as a way of
overcoming the control latency overhead, as the sole means
of arbitration [8] or in parallel with a scheduler [9]. However,
no previous work has compared the energy implications of
speculative versus scheduled control.
Electrical power gating is a well established technique
to optimize the energy consumption of complex integrated
circuits such as CMPs. While hybrid integration of lasers on
chips has been demonstrated [10], in order to keep large,
power hungry optical devices off chips, many photonic network
proposals use an off-chip photonic power supply (PPS), as
shown in Fig. 1. A large proportion of the power supplied by the
PPS is absorbed on the processor chip and contributes to the
thermal load even when no communications are taking place.
We consider the viability of photonic power gating schemes
which do not damage the latency characteristics of the photonic
network.
Finally, the choice of photonic switching technology has a
major impact on the energy characteristics of the network
and whether that energy is dissipated on the CMP. In this
work we consider two switching technologies with contrasting
energy characteristics, physical dimensions and states of
development: semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [11] and
ring resonators [12].
The concept investigated in this paper, shown in Fig. 1,
uses photonic transceivers integrated with the processor as
the basis of a chip-to-chip network which can potentially
interconnect large numbers of shared memory CMPs. Multiwavelength photonic switching technologies are now available
with nanosecond switching times. However, it is unlikely that
these technologies will scale beyond 64 ports in an integrated
device with a reasonable power budget [11,13]. This network
© 2012 Optical Society of America
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previously reported speculative allocator designs to minimize
the performance and energy impact of duplicated speculative
transmissions. Message sizes of 32 B are used, consistent with
communication within a shared memory computer system.
A system approach is taken, assessing the energy impact
of the PPS, integrated transceivers, switches and network
control electronics as well as exploring strategies for power
gating individual circuits. We consider both total network
power and the power dissipated on the CMP. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses speculative
and scheduled networks proposed for optical switching in
computer networks. Section III describes the methodology used
for network simulation and power modeling. Results showing
power and performance characteristics of scheduled and
speculative networks are presented in Section IV. Finally the
results are compared with current shared memory networks
and future research is discussed in Section V.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Rack-scale network of 3D integrated chip
multiprocessors with distributed shared memory communications. For
clarity the control path between network adapter and allocator is not
shown.

size allows, for example, the interconnection of a rack of blade
servers with two sockets per board and one network port
per socket. Even today, such a system could contain over
1000 cores (16 cores per socket). Larger networks can be
constructed by connecting these units in a hierarchical manner
with optical–electrical–optical (OEO) units and electronic
buffering. We investigate the energy characteristics of an
edge buffered 32-port photonic network using a PPS and
either scheduled or speculative transmission. We modify
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S PECULATIVE N ETWORKS

Scheduling traffic across a crossbar is well understood. Algorithms such as iSLIP ensure fairness with 100% throughput
under random traffic [14]. The hardware required for iSLIP (as
we have implemented it in this work) is shown in Fig. 2. iSLIP
is a separable, output port first, round robin allocator. However,
it differs from other round robin schemes in the method
for updating the priority state to avoid priorities becoming
synchronized, which reduces throughput at high loads. A
maximal matching is not produced, but the result converges
to the best available after N iterations. In practice, however,
the number of iterations is determined by the time available
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Fig. 2. (Color online) N-port iSLIP scheduled network model: (a) network schematic, (b) allocator detail.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Timing diagrams for (a) scheduled transmission, (b) speculative transmission using the SPINet scheme and (c) pipelined
speculative transmission. In each case, the dotted lines show the slot period boundaries defining the switching period. Request transmissions are
timed to arrive at the switch at the start of the arbitration period.

for allocation. Each input port must maintain separate FIFOs,
usually known as virtual output queues (VOQs) for each
destination. To gain maximum power advantage in an optical
network, signals must be maintained in the optical domain
from the source to the final destination, requiring that the
switch and scheduler are remote from the nodes. This in turn
creates an additional control latency overhead as the request
and grant signals must make a round trip to the scheduler
in addition to the time required for allocation, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). In this paper, we assume that the allocation is allowed
to take only one slot period. Parallel and pipelined allocation
schemes allowing a large number of iterations to be performed
in one slot period independent of the logic delays have been
developed [15]. However, the schemes are very complex and
were estimated to require four ASICs (or 36 FPGAs) for a
64-port implementation using the CMOS technology available
in 2006. As this paper is focused on low power networks, we
use iSLIP as our scheduled allocation scheme.
In the OSMOSIS project [16], the control overhead of the
request and grant process was reduced by adding a speculative
allocator operated in parallel with the scheduled allocator.
Thus if any network adapter does not have a grant in a given
time slot, it sends out a request and packet anyway which is
dropped if there is no path available on the switch in that slot
period (Fig. 3(c)). Adding speculative transmission was shown
to eliminate the latency overhead due to the request/grant
cycle for loads up to 50% [9].
Pipelined speculation was implemented in OSMOSIS,
allowing the acknowledgment (ACK) message to be received
by the source in a subsequent slot period as shown in Fig. 3(c).
However, buffer organization and guaranteed in-order delivery
become more complex in this case. Alternatively, the SPINet
network used only speculative transmission and was designed
to have a low complexity control plane [8]. A multi-stage SOA
network was used and each packet was sent speculatively with
the path request for each stage of the switch encoded onto
a separate wavelength. An ACK, received in the same slot
period, was sent back to the source for packets winning the

final round of arbitration as shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore,
the arbiter logic for each network stage was very simple and
low power and only a single FIFO queue was required in
the transmitter network adapter. However, the slot periods
must be greater than the network diameter (or the round
trip time from the network adapter to the switch), which is
a serious drawback for shared memory computer networks
(considered in this paper) which must efficiently handle packet
lengths of a single cache line. However, it does offer low power
and low latency for very large messages of the type observed
in virtual machine migration or at the synchronization
points in scientific algorithms running on message passing
architectures. Another viable approach is to reserve the optical
network for large messages with a backup electronic network
to handle short messages [17,18], although this limits the
potential for energy savings.
In this paper, we compare the energy implications of using
scheduled (iSLIP) and pipelined speculative transmission for
shared memory computer systems. We assess the scheduled
and speculative schemes separately in order to understand the
energy characteristics of each as the network load is varied.

III. M ETHOD
The performance and power estimates for the photonic
chip-to-chip network are based on SystemVerilog models of
scheduled and speculative networks. To obtain network latency
results, behavioral simulation was carried out using Bernoulli
distributed random packet arrivals and uniformly distributed
random destinations with fixed packet sizes of 32 B (one
cache line). A slot time of 6.8 ns was used, consisting of a
data serialization latency of 3.2 ns (32 B striped across eight
wavelengths of 10 Gb/s), a preamble for clock recovery of 1.6 ns,
a switching time of 1 ns and an additional 1 ns to cover
slot timing uncertainty between different CMPs, serialization,
deserialization and optoelectrical conversion delays. Therefore
we transmitted 256 data bits in each 6.8 ns slot, giving an
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effective bandwidth per port of 37.6 Gb/s. Detailed timing
diagrams for both the scheduled and speculative models are
given in Fig. 4. We consider a network on the scale of a single
rack of servers with a maximum distance from each port to the
switch of 2 m. Hence, the time of flight between port and switch
over polymer waveguides with effective refractive index of 1.5
is 10 ns.
Key components (allocator and network adapter) were then
synthesized using four-element VOQs and clock gating with a
commercially available low leakage 45 nm CMOS standard cell
library. Topological synthesis using Synopsys Design Compiler
was used for greater accuracy, in which layout is performed
in parallel with synthesis, avoiding the use of wire-load
models. Simulation of the synthesized designs was used to
generate power estimates for each module under various
network loads using Synopsys PrimeTime. The network model
was also used to generate activity data, which, along with
power parameters for photonic components extracted from
the published literature, were used to generate accurate
power figures for the full network. Care must be taken in
comparing the allocator and network adapter power with the
optical component power as there are substantial variations
between CMOS processes and design styles. However, we
believe the use of a 45 nm standard cell library gives
representative power estimates. Dynamic power will not be
substantially lower in future CMOS processes, while the high
cost of full custom design is only justified in the most high
volume, high performance applications, e.g., the data path of
a microprocessor. The main aspects of the network control
plane designs and network power model are described in the
following sections.

A. Control Plane Models
1) Scheduled Control Plane: The scheduled model is based
on iSLIP allocation [14] and is shown schematically in Fig. 2;
its timing diagram is shown in Fig. 4(a). The source port
VOQs are four-element implemented using flip-flops. In each
slot period, the source transmitter sends any new requests
to the allocator, which maintains a record of the state of all
VOQs [19]. Each allocation iteration (including both output
and input port arbitration) is carried out in a single clock cycle.
The arbiter circuits use the fast priority encoder described
in [20] with a look-ahead of four to reduce the length of
the carry chain. The number of iterations performed in each
slot period is adaptive. One clock period per slot must be
reserved for pointer update and maintaining request queues.
In this work, we do not consider the details of control message
transmission (requests, grants and ACKs) except that parallel
signaling at low speed is used to avoid additional control
latency and power. This could be implemented as a WDM
optical link, as in SPINet [8], or with electronic links.

2) Speculative Control Plane: The model for the speculative
technique is shown in Fig. 5 and its timing diagram is shown
in Fig. 4(b). The design is based on [9], but we have made
modifications in order to reduce power by ensuring that switch
paths are not turned on for duplicate packets. As for iSLIP,
separate VOQs are maintained for each output port. In the
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Detailed timing diagrams for successful packet
transmissions using (a) scheduled and (b) speculative networks. The
time of flight between the source port and the switch is 10 ns. In the
speculative case, input port arbitration and packet dequeue take one
clock cycle, which is 2.26 ns.

network adapter transmitter, the incoming packet is routed
to the appropriate queue, has a sequence number added and
is placed in a four-element random-out queue (ROQ). The
ROQ differs from an FIFO in that entries can be dequeued
in any order. A round robin arbiter selects a candidate for
transmission from the valid entries in the ROQ which have
a sequence number of no more than the lowest stored sequence
number plus three (for the four-element queue). Restricting the
extent to which packets can be transmitted out-of-order in this
way ensures that there will always be an available location
in the receiver’s reorder queues for every received packet.
Another round robin arbiter selects from the ROQs which have
packets waiting, and the winning packet from this arbitration
is transmitted in the next slot. This process of selecting the
packet for transmission is labeled input port arbitration in
Fig. 4(b). ACKs returning from the allocator (four slots after
transmission in the rack-scale network considered here) cause
the relevant ROQ entry to be invalidated. The retransmission
policy for failed speculative packets is based on selective
retry (SR) [9] as this has higher throughput and a reduced
number of retransmissions compared with the alternatives
such as go-back-N. SR does require reorder queues in the
receiver. However, the results presented in Subsection IV.C
demonstrate that the reorder queues consume a relatively
small proportion of the adapter power. The adapter does not
attempt to retransmit a packet until four slot periods (1 RTT
to the switch) have elapsed, in order to avoid unnecessary
transmissions and the associated power consumption. The
speculative allocator only performs output port arbitration
and hence is much simpler than the iSLIP allocator. Our
implementation also tracks the last sequence number granted
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Schematic diagrams of speculative network control circuits: (a) allocator, (b) network adapter transmitter side and (c)
network adapter receiver side.

for each combination of input port and output port and ensures
that the switch is not turned on for duplicate packets, thus
reducing switch drive energy. In the network adapter receiver,
incoming packets are placed in a four-element ROQ for packets
from the same input port. The reorder circuit places the
packets into the FIFO in order of sequence number, waiting
for out-of-order packets arriving in later slots if necessary.

B. Network Power Model
Figure 1 shows the photonic path we assume in estimating
the optical power, and a summary of parameters and the
literature which they are taken from is given in Table I. We
have taken the best reported values for these parameters.
While noting that these technologies are unproven on the scale
required here, these values will probably be conservative in the
long term as silicon photonic integration matures.

1) Photonic Power Supply: We assume the use of an
off-chip PPS feeding processor chips with integrated photonic
transceivers. The processor chips and a central switch chip are
interconnected with polymer waveguides over boards and backplanes. We assume that the chip-to-chip optical path over the
rack-scale network consists of 2 cm of silicon waveguide and
4 m of polymer waveguide. The upper bound on the efficiency

of the PPS is determined by the efficiency of a laser, which
can be up to 60%. Further losses due to temperature control,
amplification, combining/splitting and distribution could be included depending on the type of PPS employed. In this work we
assume a bank of lasers per port with 50% efficiency combined
with a WDM multiplexer with 3 dB insertion loss and neglect
temperature control power. This gives an efficiency of 25% for
the PPS, compared with 80% for a typical electrical power supply. However, the actual efficiencies of practical PPSs supplying
multiple ports with temperature control could be substantially
below our assumed value, leading to increased values of the
total network power. The figures for on-chip dissipation are not
affected by the PPS efficiency. The optical power requirement
per wavelength at the input to the processor chip is calculated
from the receiver sensitivity and loss parameters listed in
Table I as well as the switch characteristics discussed below.

2) Photonic Transceivers: On each processor chip, we
assume the use of silicon waveguides and ring resonators
used as modulators (at the transmitter) and wavelength
selective elements (at the receiver) [26]. However, it has to
be noted that ring resonator technology requires considerable
development for use in the harsh temperature environment of
a processor chip and it is difficult to simultaneously achieve
high speed, low drive voltage and high extinction ratio from
CMOS compatible devices [5]. As current research is aimed
at athermalizing ring resonator devices [27], we assume
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TABLE I
A SSUMED PARAMETERS

FOR

P OWER M ODELING

Parameter

Value

Bit rate
Number of wavelengths per waveguide
Receiver sensitivity at 10 Gb/s
Chip interface loss
Modulator loss
Polymer waveguide
Silicon waveguide (Tx)
Silicon waveguide (Rx)
Silicon waveguide crossing
Ring resonator switch through loss
Ring resonator switch drop loss
Payload bits per packet
Overhead bits per packet
Ring resonator drive energy
Transceiver electronics energy

10 Gb/s
8
−18 dBm [21]
0.5 dB [22]
3 dB (ideal)
4 m at 0.03 dB/cm [23]
1 cm at 0.5 dB/cm [13]
1 cm at 0.5 dB/cm [13]
0.05 dB [13]
0.3 dB [24]
1.6 dB [24]
256
128
80 fJ/bit [21]
1.1 pJ/bit[25]

that no temperature control of the ring resonators will be
required. If thermal wavelength tuning is required, even with
the best reported tuning efficiencies [28], the tuning power
is likely to be substantially higher than the ring resonator
drive power and not amenable to power gating on short time
scales. High confinement silicon waveguides also enable high
efficiency SiGe detectors with capacitances of around 1 fF [29],
adding negligible power consumption if directly integrated
with CMOS electronics [4]. A recent hybrid integrated receiver
based on ring resonators consumed 260 fJ/bit, higher than
the modulator drive circuit, but only increasing the total
transceiver energy by 22% when taking into account the energy
of the transceiver electronics. Power figures for the transceiver
electronics (SERDES and clock recovery, etc.) were estimated
from [25].

3) Photonic Switches: We consider two switching technologies with nanosecond switching times which have contrasting
power characteristics: SOA and silicon ring resonators. Active
devices such as SOAs provide broadband gain blocks forming
the basis of multi-wavelength switches. The gain of SOA
switches can reduce the CMP power dissipation by reducing
input power requirements. In this paper, we conservatively
assume that the SOA switch can overcome its own internal
losses, but does not provide overall gain. Although each SOA
stage is of the order of 1 mm long, a 16 port rearrangeably
non-blocking Clos SOA switch integrated onto a 6 × 6 mm
substrate has been demonstrated [30], consuming 300 mW per
path. It is unlikely that this power consumption can be significantly reduced due to cross talk considerations [31]. However,
unused ports can be switched off when not in use. Due to the
losses between each stage, 64-port devices carrying 10×10 Gb/s
per port appear to be the limit for this type of switch [11],
although much larger networks of 2 × 2 SOA switching stages
are possible [32]. Silicon ring resonator switches, while in
a less mature state of development, potentially offer greatly
reduced power consumption and area. Multiple wavelength
switching is possible by matching the free spectral range of
the resonator with the signal wavelength spacing [12]. As
with the modulator and wavelength selective ring resonators,
we assume no temperature control. Although only small
scale demonstrations of ring resonator switching have been
shown [33], it is unlikely that this technology will scale beyond
64 ports with around 10 wavelengths per port [13]. A third

order ring resonator switch using an integrated PIN diode,
sized for eight wavelengths centered on 1500 nm, consumes
150 µW in the on state [24] and a 32-port crossbar built from
these devices is estimated to have losses of 9.8 dB. Overcoming
these losses substantially increases the input photonic power
requirements and hence the processor chip dissipation. As
this paper is concerned with low power networks, we assume
crossbar and Clos topologies for both switch technologies in
order to minimize the number of switching elements per
path and hence the drive power and optical losses. The
power consumption figures could be considerably higher for
topologies with an increased number of switching stages. The
network power results are sensitive to these assumptions,
particularly in the case of ring resonator switched networks
where the losses and temperature characteristics of large scale
integrated systems are speculative at the current time. As in
the discussion of modulators and filters above, thermal tuning
would considerably increase the ring resonator switch power.

4) Power Gating: In deriving power figures for the entire
network, it is important to consider which circuits can be power
gated. We assume that the transceiver electronics, modulator
drivers and photonic switches can be put into a zero energy
state when not in use. In practice, front end transmitter and
receiver circuits may require continuous bias in order to avoid
high startup latency, but this is likely to be a small proportion
of the total transceiver power. However, we assume that the
allocator and network adapters must be powered continuously.
Consideration of power gating the PPS is speculative as it
has not been investigated in the literature. In order to rapidly
power gate the PPS on the order of a network slot (6.8 ns),
the lasers would have to be biased just above threshold and
therefore would not be in a zero power state. In addition, the
PPS is likely to be an expensive device to be shared among
many network ports. A more realistic scenario, considered in
this paper, may be to provide constant low power from a central
PPS and amplify and power gate using an SOA very close to
the processor chip (as shown in Fig. 1). In this case, the optical
power dissipated on chip is proportional to the load and the
constant PPS output power can be kept at a low level. As with
the SOA switches, we take the on-state power of the SOA power
gater to be 100 mW with a gain of 15 dB and a switching time
of 1 ns. Both the scheduled and speculative adapter designs
can generate control signals for power gating on a slot by slot
basis.
The network total power figures are derived by summing all
the above mentioned energy sources. Similarly, the processor
chip power dissipation is found by summing the power of the
network adapter, transceiver electronics plus the proportion of
optical power which is absorbed on the chip.

IV. R ESULTS
A. Network Simulation Results
Figure 6 compares the latencies of 32-port networks with
scheduled and speculative control. 100% offered load is 1.47 ×
108 packets/s/port. The average latencies at low loads are
32.4 ns and 62.2 ns in the speculative and scheduled cases
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respectively, compared with the single trip time of flight
latency of 10 ns between each port and the switch. Speculative
transmission is shown to have a similar maximum throughput
to single iteration iSLIP under random traffic (60% of full load).
This is expected as the speculative scheme is a single iteration
separable allocator with input port arbitration performed at
the network adapter. The maximum throughput of iSLIP is
increased when further iterations are performed but, at least
for random traffic, does not improve significantly beyond three
iterations. Due to the energy focus of this work, only random
traffic was considered, which is well known to be benign.
Speculative transmission increases the use of network
resources which could otherwise be power gated. Figure 7
shows the number of transmissions made per received packet
as the load is varied. For the scheduled network, this remains
1 for all loads. In the speculative case, the number of
transmissions per received packet increases from 1 up to 1.6
at the saturation load. Although our speculative allocator
design does not turn the switch on for duplicate packets, the
proportion of time for which the transceivers and PPS can be
power gated decreases with increasing load.

B. Allocator and Network Adapter Timing Results
The minimum clock period of iSLIP allocation circuits
determines the number of iterations which can be performed
in a single slot period. The minimum clock period of the
speculative allocator has a minor effect on latency by reducing
the time that the request has to be sent ahead of the data.
Figure 8 shows the minimum clock periods for the speculative
and iSLIP allocators for networks with between 8 and 64 ports.
For iSLIP, one clock period per slot is required for updating
pointers. Hence, 5, 4, 3 and 2 iterations can be performed
in a single slot period of 6.8 ns for 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-port
networks respectively. It should be noted that for iSLIP we
chose to perform both input and output port arbitration for
each iteration in one clock cycle. A modest improvement in
timing and power could have been achieved by performing
input and output port arbitration in separate clock cycles. By
comparison, the speculative allocator has a minimum clock
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Fig. 8. Minimum clock periods for the iSLIP and speculative allocator
circuits using a commercial, low leakage 45 nm CMOS standard cell
library.

period of 0.77 ns even for a 64-port network, as only a
single iteration of output port allocation is required. In the
speculative case, the input port allocation effectively occurs in
the network adapter (i.e., the adapter decides which packet to
send to the output ports).

C. Allocator and Network Adapter Power Results
Figures 9 and 10 show the power of the allocator and
network adapter circuits respectively for a 32-port network as
the load is varied. The power was not measured beyond the
saturation load of the network. The maximum clock frequency
achievable was used for each allocator circuit, but in order to
reduce power, a clock frequency of 441 MHz (three clock periods
per 6.8 ns slot period) was used for the network adapters. It
can be observed for the allocator circuits that, even with clock
gating of all registers, the power at low loads (static power) is a
significant proportion of the power at full load, i.e., the circuits
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Fig. 9. Power consumption of 32-port allocator circuits under random
traffic of varying load.
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Contributions to total power consumption of a
32-port network. PPS is the photonic power supply, which includes the
power gating SOA. The control plane power includes the allocator and
adapters.
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Fig. 10. Power consumption of a single network adapter (for a 32-port
network) under random traffic of varying load.

display poor energy proportionality. The iSLIP allocator has
greater power consumption than the speculative allocator for
all loads. However, the single central allocator power is small
compared with the combined power consumption of the 32
network adapters for both the scheduled and speculative cases.
The speculative network adapter has power consumption that
is greater than four times that of the scheduled adapter for
all loads and is relatively invariant with load. This is mainly
due to the additional complexity of managing random-out
memories in the transmitter. In addition, the speculative
adapter requires reordering circuits at the receiver, although
these consume a small proportion of the overall speculative
adapter power. By comparison, the scheduled receiver consists
of a single small FIFO (not included in these figures).

D. Network Power Results
Figure 11 shows the contributions to total network power for
a 32-port network versus load. The overall power consumption

of the speculative network is greater than the scheduled
network for all loads and both switch types due to repeated
speculative transmissions and the increased network adapter
power. Using both electronic and photonic power gating,
all scenarios achieve good energy proportionality with load.
However, the sources of power consumption vary with switch
type. The gain of the SOA switch means that the PPS is
operated at relatively low power. On the other hand, the ring
resonator drive power is negligible compared with the overall
system power. Using a single SOA for power gating (and noting
that we have made optimistic assumptions about the PPS
efficiency), the eight wavelength PPS power consumption for
the 32-port network is 23 mW in the SOA case against 347 mW
in the ring resonator case.
Figure 12 shows the power dissipated on each CMP due to
the integrated photonic network port. Repeated transmissions
and the higher (and ungated) adapter power cause the power
dissipation to roughly double in the speculative network at
60% load compared with the scheduled network. At low loads,
due to electronic and photonic power gating, the adapter
power dominates, with the scheduled adapter consuming only
3.2 mW and the speculative adapter consuming 47.0 mW. The
absorption of the PPS is only significant when using ring
resonator switching. Without photonic power gating, the CMP
dissipation due to the PPS would be 55.3 mW, constant with
load, for ring resonator switching, but only 3.7 mW for SOA
switching.

V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F URTHER W ORK

The results presented above compare the energy characteristics of scheduled and speculative networks for shared
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Contributions to the network power dissipated
on the chip multiprocessor (CMP) for 32-port scheduled and
speculative networks.

memory communications on the scale of a single rack. We find
that the advantage of reduced latency at low loads offered
by speculative transmission comes at the cost of higher total
power consumption and processor chip dissipation. This is due
to an increased number of transmissions per packet and a more
complex network adapter. In particular, the processor chip
dissipation of the speculative network using ring resonator
switches at 60% load is 178 mW compared with 93 mW for the
scheduled network. In the shared memory scenario that this
paper investigates, this network would interconnect caches
on multiple CMPs to allow cache line accesses to remote
locations and maintain memory coherence. For example, the
16-core shared memory CMP described in [2] has 402 Gb/s
coherence links for this purpose in a four-CMP system (not
including direct links to DRAM memory). As the photonic
networks considered in this paper have an effective bandwidth
per port of 37 Gb/s, the processor chip dissipation for a CMP
with similar coherence link bandwidth would be 1.9 W for the
speculative network, compared with 0.9 W for the scheduled
network. This is significant given that each core consumes
2.1 W. By comparison, the (unswitched) electronic coherence
links in [2] consume 8.8 W. Future systems may require
significantly higher coherence link bandwidths.
We find that the power consumption of the allocator
circuits is insignificant compared with other power sources.
Therefore, more complex, higher performance allocators can be
tolerated on energy grounds. However, the OSMOSIS 64-port
parallel and pipelined allocator [15], estimated to require four
ASICs for implementation in 2006, would certainly dominate
the total network power. Allocation algorithms are required
which balance performance against power consumption and,
in particular, avoid complexity at the network adapter. At 60%
load, the speculative adapter accounts for 28–38% of the CMP
dissipation (depending on switch type). Given the additional
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CMP power dissipation of speculative transmission, full
system simulations are being carried out to determine whether
the latency advantage translates into significant overall
performance gains for real shared memory workloads. This
study is also considering adapter FIFO depth requirements
for the bursty traffic observed in real applications. For larger
networks on the scale of a machine room or data center,
the latency benefits of speculation are greater in absolute
terms (due to the higher time of flight) and more complex
network adapters can be considered as the adapter power is
not dissipated in the critical area of the processor chip.
It has to be noted that the power results in this paper are
highly dependent on the assumptions; in particular, higher optical losses, lower PPS efficiency and the need for temperature
control of silicon photonic devices could substantially increase
the energy figures. We also made aggressive assumptions on
the slot time in order to maximize the bandwidth, minimize the
latency and efficiently handle short messages. Such a system
requires burst mode receivers with fast clock recovery. We
included estimates of the SERDES, clock buffers, samplers and
phase shifters as well as a 16-bit preamble per wavelength for
clock recovery. However, the power cost of coding and protocol
for burst mode operation was not included. This is an area
which is only starting to receive attention [34,35] and where
there is significant potential for energy savings.
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